EAST FIELD
The East Field is located on the east side of
the campus, just off of Hagar Drive. There is
a Metro bus/campus shuttle stop located just
south of the East Field House parking lot.
Those attending graduation ceremonies
will be directed to park in the East Remote
parking lot, just south of the East Field.
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Those attending sporting events in the
OPERS complex can park in the East Field
House parking lot or the East Remote lot.

EAST FIELD

Hagar Drive

The East Field House lot has 36 metered
parking spaces; other spaces require an “A”
or “B” permit. The East Remote parking
lot requires “A,” “B,” “C,” or “R” permits;
however, permits are not required in the
East Remote lot on weekends, or after
5:00 p.m. on weekdays.
People with mobility impairments can
either park in the East Field House
parking lot (which is typically reserved for
only those with DMV placards on
graduation day), or be dropped off in that
lot for close access to the field.
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Parking permits are required in most
lots on weekdays between 7:00 a.m. and
8:30 p.m. Lot designations are subject to
change; it is advisable to check the permit
requirements posted at parking lot
entrances when parking on campus.
One-day visitor permits may be purchased
at the main entrance kiosk or at the TAPS
Sales Office (located in the H Barn at the
base of campus). Parking meters are
posted regarding hours of enforcement.
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